Notes: Mechanization of Women

Tarbell, Ida M.
Interpreting the World

Feeling revealed:

2. Every man is a rebel in a machine.
Effort - product - hell - see can win
Responsibility - a machine - let it run
Instead of her money.

Machine the machine -

The view of navigating the
work - all bodies of individual effort
in the united - united - individual effort left in the work -
The direct - orderly

The human in the orderly order by
individual - natural process - not
without selection as effective and
learn great things - success - will
not logic - not discipline - the will.

See thing and place - I mean myself
by myself.
lump-her nine aunt-a well-fed well-dressed shrew. But when the machine can be, the machine running will not.
After much due diligence, I am unable to find any appropriate supplies for the nursery.

If you have any suggestions, please let me know.

Sincerely,
[Signature]